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2083/84The road back to the 1750 climate

NoNo--carboncarbon--energy, energy, balanced climate
balanced climate

Carbon-Free Energy for the Globe

2070s/802070s/80’’ss2009
80-year journey back to the 18th century climate

Make a short cut to 280 ppm of atmospheric CO2

Phase in desert energy, 
phase out fossil fuel

That is the only viable way that will get us back to the 

atmosphere of 1750. The world should act now!

Desert Heat Collection and Conversion into Electricity
The project that needs a global will

ArrivalArrival
STATION STATION 
280 280 ppmppm

Starting pointStarting point
STATIONSTATION
390 390 ppmppm
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COCO22 change is going upwards since Kyoto and will get even worse aftchange is going upwards since Kyoto and will get even worse after er 
Copenhagen 15Copenhagen 15     ––    not much time left for not much time left for ‘‘wait and seewait and see’’

Drastic urgent, and holistic measures must be put in place
That is: to globally phase in 100% C-free energy and phase out C-energy

Superimposed on the IPCC graph

The atmosphere is deteriorating in an alarming rate



• The Natural balance in 1750 was 2.2 trillion tons (TT)
• Net atmospheric CO2 in 1750 was 0
• The Atmospheric CO2 in 2009 is 3.05 TT , and rising by >1,000 tons per second
• Surplus CO2 that should be removed is 855 billion tons (BT)
• CO2 capture & storage is no action; it is like sweeping the dirt under the carpet

• CO2 emitted in 2009 is >30 BT 

• Net atmospheric CO2 surplus in 2009 is 17 BT

• Total CO2 removed in 2009 is 13 BT

• Atmospheric CO2 clouds are thickening and may sink to the ground surface anytime

• We are running out of oxygen – we are losing in 2009 22 BT and getting back 2 BT 
only

• Freshwater supplies are dwindling

• Food is in short supply

• Current energy supplies are in crisis

Facts show bad times ahead if no drastic and urgent actions takeFacts show bad times ahead if no drastic and urgent actions takenn



The Truth About Climate Change, In June 1995, the Academies of Science of the 
world’s 11 largest economies (the G-8 plus India, China, and Brazil) urging world 
governments to take urgent action to address climate change. John Theodore Houghton, 
former co-chair of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) scientific assessment working 
group.

Let's make peace with the planet we live on!, Today we are faced with several 
major global challenges which no single country can solve alone. Climate change 
and the economic crisis do not recognize national borders, so the only way the 
world can tackle them is by working together. Hans-Gert Pöttering, MEP, President of the 
European Parliament.

The Great Ethic Cause of Humanity in this Century, It is urgent to pursue the 
necessary measures to reduce adverse impacts and minimize threats to 
ecosystems, human health, economical development, water resources, national 
infrastructure, food supply and energy. Ana Lya Uriarte, Minister of the Environment, Chile. 

Statements of urgency made by key international figures:



Disasters - the New Normal, John Holmes, United Nations Under-Secretary-General for 
Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator 

Energy Realities, 1.6 billion people still have no access to electricity  .Helge
Lund, CEO, StatoilHydro

Human Health is at Stake, placing a strong and equitably distributed cap on 
GHG emissions will bring major and lasting global health improvements. Dr 
Margaret Chan, Director-General of World Health Organization (WHO) 

Essential Steps to the Copenhagen Agreement
The United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen this year will 
be the moment in history when humanity can rise to the challenge and 
decisively deal with the issue. It is beyond the shadow of a doubt that 
greenhouse gas emissions must be radically reduced to prevent climate 
change from sliding into climate chaos. Yvo de Boer, Executive Secretary of the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)



Climate Change and agriculture: Challenges and opportunities for
mitigation

The challenge of climate change is daunting and demands the participation of all 
sectors. Agriculture needs to be part and parcel of efforts to meet international 
and national climate change objectives. Alexander Mueller, Assistant Director-General, Food 
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 

Paving the road to COP15: Adaptation and outreach

The failure of the current policies and mechanisms to reduce greenhouse gas 
emisions and the IPCC’s conclusions make it clear that the still unattained 
stabilization of greenhouse gas concentration in the atmosphere brings hazards 
and risks, which already affect the water, food and physical security. Osvaldo F. 
Canziani, Doctor of Meteorology and former Co-Chairman of IPCC Working Group II 

European leadership on the road to Copenhagen, in the long term perhaps 
the greatest threat of all – not only to our prosperity but also to the survival of 
millions of people in vulnerable areas of the globe – comes from climate change. 
Stavros Dimas, European Commissioner for the Environment 



Climate change and disaster reduction
The debate about the reality of climate change is over. Climate change is a fact, 
and it poses the greatest single global threat faced by humankind in our 
generation. L. Craig Johnstone, Deputy High Commissioner, UNHCR

Welcome, Commitments and Measures!
Climate change has entered the political agendas, but still we see little progress 
internationally: CO2 emissions are increasing, despite years of negotiations, target 
plans and political settlements. The UN Climate Summit in Copenhagen must lead 
to change. We need an ambitious, broad and binding successor to the Kyoto 
Protocol. Roar Flåthen, President of the Norwegian Confederation of Trade Unions, LO Norway

Climate Change: Is Business Doing Enough?
Most people today understand the urgency of climate change. But few are 
tprepared to act. Georg Kell, Executive Director, United Nations Global Compac

Eight Months To Copenhagen, The decisions to be taken in Copenhagen must 
be drastic and we must take them fast. Ricardo Lagos, Former President of Chile and UN 
Special Envoy on Climate Change 



National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Source: Carbonify.com and http://mb soft.com/index.html
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Yes there is, and it is most likely 
the only way:
To reverse these alarming trends is to 
treat the problem at its roots: stop 
using fossil fuel; use C-free solar-
based energy found in abundant 
supplies in the Sahara and the 
Arabian Peninsula. It is easily 
accessible, secure, and sustainable, 
and most of all, it is economically 
viable. The technology is proven to 
work.

All trends show worsening climate conditions – Is there a quick way out?



The 13,000,000 km2 Sahara and the Arabian Peninsula deserts – one region 
separated only by the narrow strip of the Red Sea - extends from 16 ° W to 60 ° E 
and 16 ° to 34 ° N is where the future of the world belongs. Virtually unlimited
supplies of C-free clean renewable energy are available and ready to be collected 
and transmitted to energize the world over. This undepletable source of renewable 
energy is easily accessible, centrally located at the global landmass, and best of 
all, the energy costs will remain at a fraction of what they are today.

The ground surface of the sites where giant power plants will be built is like a hot 
plate that simmers in 70-90o C. Inside the plants, high speed wind constantly 
blowing at about 55 km/h will turn wind turbines to generate electricity. A large part 
of the heat received during the day will penetrate the ground surface and radiate 
back at night to maintain full operation.
‘Energy without the mess, no fuel to dig out of the ground, transport, or dispose of, no smog, 
no scarred landscapes from open-pit mining. The sun rises every day and is not subject to 
embargoes, geopolitics, or commodity markets. Operating and maintenance costs are 
minimal. The technology behind the project is based on an elemental scientific truth: Hot air 
rises. The only moving parts are turbines.’ CNN–2003.

Desert Heat Conversion into Electricity
The Road Back to 1750

Desert Heat Conversion into ElectricityDesert Heat Conversion into Electricity
The Road Back to 1750The Road Back to 1750



Superimposed on the IPCC graph
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If the 1st 300 GW Desert Heat plant goes online by 2014, fossil fuel to be totally phased out by 
2021, CO2 tops down in 2018/19 and reaches pre industrial era levels by 2070’s-see last page.

The road back to 1750 – make short cut through taking massive & decisive global 
measures to phase out fossil fuel and phase in C-free desert heat energy

The road back to 1750 The road back to 1750 –– make short cut through taking massive & decisive global make short cut through taking massive & decisive global 
measures to phase out fossil fuel and phase in Cmeasures to phase out fossil fuel and phase in C--free desert heat energyfree desert heat energy

CO2 concentration reversal when Desert Heat energy project goes into effect



• The current economic crises should work as an incentive to get the Desert Heat 
Project (DHP) going

• This Project when implemented will improve the global standard of living. 

• Carbon-free economy will 

• create millions of jobs, 

• provide innovation opportunities,

• improve the global economy; 

• The DHP makes a comprehensive and effective global climate control

• The Project will stimulate the global economy, end the global financial crises and 
initiate economic recovery 

• Funds dedicated to lowering CO2 should be Channeled to the C-free energy DHP.  

Desert Heat Conversion into Electricity
stimulates the global economy

Desert Heat Conversion into ElectricityDesert Heat Conversion into Electricity
stimulates the global economystimulates the global economy



Desert Heat Conversion into Electricity
a milestone action Copenhagen 15 should take

Desert Heat Conversion into ElectricityDesert Heat Conversion into Electricity
a milestone action Copenhagen 15 should takea milestone action Copenhagen 15 should take

• A sound  environmental investment with clearly stipulated and time framed returns 
is what should be put on the global table to implement a global green carbon-free 
energy project 

• The global community should work out a new international treaty to guarantee 
implementation, security, and sustainability of the Project 

• Global business has to take a major role in the project implementation 

• The opportunities made available for business by the Project directly and indirectly 
are immense

• Phasing in the Desert C-free energy and phasing out fossil fuel will turn the global 
industry into a more productive one

• The Project will maintain sustainable global development.



The global community has to prioritize the Project and place it in the Copenhagen 
Protocol as a core project central to the climate change issue

The challenges we are facing today are: climate change, finance, freshwater, food, and 
energy. Energy is the common factor of the first four.

The DHP will among other things:
• reverse damage inflicted on the atmosphere, reverse global warming, and stabilize 
atmospheric CO2 level,
• provide fresh water through seawater desalination for food production,
• promote innovative financial mechanisms,
• stimulate a sustainable global economy,
• help eliminate environments for poverty, for conflicts and wars, and for ecosystem 
deterioration,
• create abundance of economic resources; there will be no more competition for 
survival and sustainable living,
• supply 7.6 billion people by 2020 with an energy quota of 70 kWh/d/p or more,
• eliminate competing for resources, and the atmosphere for domination.

Desert Heat Conversion into Electricity
will narrow and bridge rich-poor gaps, seal social cracks, form a new 
world system, spread peace and love among the global community

Desert Heat Conversion into ElectricityDesert Heat Conversion into Electricity
will narrow and bridge richwill narrow and bridge rich--poor gaps, seal social cracks, form a new poor gaps, seal social cracks, form a new 
world system, spread peace and love among the global communityworld system, spread peace and love among the global community



Prospective project 
location

The prospective project location contains an overall overage of The prospective project location contains an overall overage of 3,900 TW 3,900 TW 
of carbonof carbon--free power. The total free power. The total global global energy needs in 2009 are 16.7 TWenergy needs in 2009 are 16.7 TW

Desert Heat Conversion into Electricity
The Road Back to the Climate of 1750: transparent, cool, healthy, fresh and clean

Desert Heat Conversion into ElectricityDesert Heat Conversion into Electricity
The Road Back to the Climate of 1750: The Road Back to the Climate of 1750: transparent, cool, healthy, fresh and cleantransparent, cool, healthy, fresh and clean



This region contains more than 230 times 

the 2009 global needs of energy –

renewable, secure, cheap, accessible, & 

sustainable



Clean and Green Desert Energy Potential
• Total clean collectable power potential in North Africa and the Near East is 1880 TW;
• Total global consumption in 2009 is 16.7 TW, 42 in 2050, and 64 TW in the year 2100 



Economic Potential:
In 2025:1 billion wind turbos, 70 million hectares of transparencies and supporting 
construction material, integration systems, transmission systems and networks, super 
grids, marine cable business, several R&D programs, and more will be involved in the 
Project. It is a global project that should involve the global economy.

A Short Cut to 1750



Proven technology: The south of Madrid plant proved to work even at mild temperature 
regions



The Sahara and Arabian Peninsula are high temperature regions. TThe Sahara and Arabian Peninsula are high temperature regions. This dark pebbledhis dark pebbled
ground common in the two deserts reaches 90ground common in the two deserts reaches 90’’s C.  Heat penetrates deep in the s C.  Heat penetrates deep in the 
ground to radiate back at night and keep the plant in full operaground to radiate back at night and keep the plant in full operation during the sunletion during the sunles
hourshours..



9090oo CC0 km/hr

Cool air (light blue) moves in the plant starting at 0 km/hr 40o C at the entrance and through over the 90o C heated plant 
ground surface picking up heat, expanding and getting lighter while moving toward the stack base to reach the design 
speed at the turbine blades. The process is steady and constant 24 hrs a day all year round.

35o C

40o C

Isolated permanent low pressure regions created to generate
steady constant speed wind blowing 24/7/365

Each low pressure region forms a 
wind generating power plant with a 
capacity of about 300 GW of electricity

The power plant’s 
transparent cover 

How desert heat energy is harvested

Rising hot air creates vacuum and 
causes outside air to rush in making 
wind and generating electricity 



Plant Data:
• Plant area: 10,000 km2

• Available insolating power, annual average: 300 W/m2,
• Recoverable energy using current technologies: 10% ave. or 30 W/m2, 
• Energy recovery process: steady winds with constant speed generated inside the plant,
• Plant power capacity: 300 GW,
• Annual energy production per plant: 2.628 PWh, 
• Turbine-generator specifications and total no. of units per plant: 4 m, single speed, 

about 12 million units.

Available space in the 2 regions : 628 plants each @ 300 GW, and each produces the 
equivalent of 4.42 million barrels of oil per day and could rise to more than 44 million bbl/d
when collection efficiency is improved .



•• The desert is a source of unlimited renewable carbon-free energy
• Area of this energy reservoir = 13,000,000, km2

• Most of the world is already interconnected via land grids and marine cables

The Global Power Plant at the center of the global landmass

The Global Power Plant

To and from the Americas

To the Americas

To and from Asia To and from the Americas



Push-in pull-out cartridge high quality long life batteries should be developed and 
made available at service stations. Electric cars and trucks should be equipped 
with two batteries – one operational and another on stand-by. When one drains, 
the motorist stops at the first service station to deposit the drained one and replace 
with a fully charged cartridge in 2-5 seconds. A similar approach can be taken in 
sea ports for boats and airports for planes. Trains are already electrified.

Push-in pull-out cartridge high quality long life batteries should be made available 
to electrify the mechanical transport modes: land, air, and sea



Low cost desert heat energy will 
make seawater desalination for 
agriculture and food production 
economically viable

High scale seawater desalination 
will slow rising sea levels and 
slow down desertification and 
may even reverse the process, 
increase green space and enlarge 
the CO2 sink and O2 source

Fresh water from the sea for human consumption and agricultureFresh water from the sea for human consumption and agricultureFresh water from the sea for human consumption and agriculture



Spinout of relevant R&D programs during project implementationSpinout of relevant R&D programs during project implementation

Program I
Low cost locally produced energy + high purity silica sand 
present in abundance at the power plant sites can be 
utilized to produce: 
• Semiconductor electronics
• Photovoltaic cells
• Crystals and high quality glass and other products.



AC to laser for space transmission

Extracting C from atmospheric COExtracting C from atmospheric CO22 to make food and release Oto make food and release O22

6 CO6 CO22 + 12 H+ 12 H22O O →→ CC66HH1212OO66 + 6 O+ 6 O22 + 6 H+ 6 H22OO

Synthesized photosynthesisSynthesized photosynthesis

Program II

Program III






